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Fireminds Launches Cayman Cloud with Logic Communications 

 
George Town, Grand Cayman – Logic Communications and Fireminds recently announced the launch of 
the Fireminds Data Center in Cayman, bringing Fireminds co-location, cloud services, software-as-a-
service solutions and managed services to the Logic Business Solutions portfolio in Cayman. Also, 
customers with operations in Bermuda and Cayman can now leverage the Fireminds data centers based 
in Bermuda and Cayman working with Logic and OneComm, allowing for unified cloud and network 
services. 
  
In 2017, Fireminds became part of the Atlantic Telecom Network Inc. (ATNI) family of companies of which 
Logic and OneComm are also members.  This facilitated a natural partnership in the form of Fireminds 
offering its cloud, co-location and IT services to Logic and their customers. Fireminds CEO, Michael Branco 
remarked, “We have worked closely with Logic through our operations in Bermuda. As we continue to 
expand throughout the Caribbean, we are growing our partnership network. Our familiarity with Logic 
and their dedication to serving their clients makes them a fantastic addition to our network and we look 
forward to continuing to work together in both Cayman and Bermuda.” 
  
The two companies announced their newly formed partnership with a client targeted event for local 
business executives on May 1st, 2018. The event, hosted by Logic Communications, served to introduce 
new cloud services offered by Logic via their strategic new partnership. Attendees were treated to an 
informational presentation on how the cloud is transforming businesses and how businesses can adapt 
accordingly.  
 
The cloud focused event took place just in time for Fireminds to announce the launch of their new Cayman 
Data Centre. The Data Centre will serve to offer Logic clients cloud services including Managed IT, Disaster 
Recovery, Co-Location Services and Virtual Desktops. Logic CEO, Rob McNabb added, “We’re elated to 
bring Fireminds on as an industry partner. The Cayman Data Centre allows us to offer new products to our 
clients that were previously unavailable. We look forward to bringing the cloud to our customers and 
working alongside Fireminds to provide local businesses with viable technology options.” 
 
The Fireminds Cayman data center is an ISO27001 certified facility and the Fireminds Bermuda data 
centers is an SOC2 certified facility and operation. In addition, Fireminds has a backup data center in its 
Halifax, Canada location in a carrier grade facility giving customers a number of cloud and hosting options 
for their IT needs. All facilities are cross connected with OneComm and Logic allowing for the cloud 
platforms to operate as one cloud fabric. This architecture allows customers to move workloads and data 
stores between locations utilizing our group company connectivity and Fireminds SD-WAN solutions. In 
addition, Fireminds data centers are connected to the Microsoft Azure platform allowing for faster access 
to Office 365 and Azure services for Fireminds customers. 
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About Fireminds 
Fireminds is an international technology consulting firm serving clients in Bermuda, the Caribbean, 
LATAM, and North America. Fireminds is a subsidiary of NASDAQ:ATNI. Fireminds has nearly 40 employees 
based in Bermuda, Canada and Europe organized into two divisions, software development and cloud 
solutions. This unified team delivers solutions utilizing software developers and IT engineers from both 
divisions, providing a one stop shop for our client’s IT needs. Multi-award winning, Fireminds has been 
recognized as Microsoft Partner of the Year three years in a row, two-time winner of IT Support company 
of the year in Bermuda, top employer in Bermuda in 2015 and 2017, and over eight Bermuda Government 
TechAwards and nominations. Fireminds operates at the intersection of software development and cloud, 
providing customers innovation technology solutions to run their businesses. 


